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NEWS
Crime Beat
A look at the various crimes and
incidents around campus. Burglary,
vehicle accidents, hit and run, and
the ever-present fire alarms. PAGE 2

Library creates new study space

Renovated third
floor workspace
provides more
room for studying
by sofia jeremias
assistant News Editor

Beyond the bubble
9 cases of measles linked to
Disneyland; Jerry Brown sworn in for
4th term; new lane barrier installed
on Golden Gate Bridge. PAGE 3
Culture

“into the woods” review
A charming adaptation of the musical,
the film explores and utilizes the
familiar fairy tales and their tropes to
deliver an insightful story. PAGE 4
Previewing the screen
Actors guild Awards 2015
Check out the Hollywood stars and
starlets that might get awards for their
parts in television and movies. PAGE 5
Opinion

After months of construction and renovations, the third floor of the library has been
fully transformed into a serviceable study
space for Saint Mary’s student.
Prior to the renovations, the third floor
of the library only housed the periodicals
section. After widespread requests for more
study rooms, quieter study areas, and more
study seating, the library began the process
of making the needed adjustments. The
periodicals section was condensed from
three sections to two. The third floor now
includes two new group study spaces (which
can be reserved at the circulation desk up to
a week in advance), a quiet study zone, and
additional seating for open study space with
over 80 new spaces. The electrical wiring
and WiFi strength were upgraded as well,

The changes on the third
floor are phase one of a
three-part renovation.
making the WiFi in the library the fastest
on campus.
Patricia Kreitz, the Dean of Library and
Academic Resources, explained that “the
changes on the third floor are phase one of
a three-part renovation of the Library.” In
approximately six weeks, soft chairs, foot
stools, and bean bag chairs will arrive and
populate the library floors. “At the start of
the summer, the entire reference room will
become a second quiet study room” said
Kreitz. The full range of improvements will
be completed by July.

Third Floor renovations and new features include two new group study spaces, a new quiet room, and
several new tables and chairs that can be used without reservations. (CJ Cosas/COLLEGIAN)

However, as greatly appreciated and
needed as the renovations are, they are
simply the first part of a much larger plan.
A vision for an entirely new library is still
currently being developed. A new learning
and research center is stated as one of goals
of the Strategic Plan, and the College is currently working on raising the funds for the
project.
According to a pamphlet distributed by
the Development Office, the proposed new
library would be built for 4,200 students, unlike the current library, which was initially
intended for 800 students. Hypothetically,
the new library would be 60,000 square feet,
provide seating for 720 students, include 18
group study spaces, comprehensive computing support and digital media rooms, two
“smart instruction rooms,” two large reading
rooms, an archives/special collection area,

and a cafe. The current library is only 38,000
square feet, includes 3 group study spaces,
and offers no-on site technical support for
high-end software or media creation.
Joshua Rose, the Instructional Technology & Subject Specialist Librarian, said that
“I think it’s a good solution for now,” but
that ultimately the new library will provide
students with the educational tools they
truly need.
Demand for the library resources reached
record levels during the past fall term finals,
with a grand total of 13,858 student visits.
Not only is the Saint Mary’s student body
five times as large as it was when the original
library was built, its students have a growing demand for up-to-date resources. The
new changes and anticipated construction
should provide the student body with the
tools and spaces needed.

Faculty pass vote in favor of contingent union
SMC administration to begin process of new contract negotiations
u.s. too quick to blame
north korea for sony hack
They might seem to be an obvious
perpetrator, but more possibilities
should be considered. PAGE 6
sports
Hall of Fame welcomes
four new members
Check out the players who have just
been indoctrinated this year. PAGE 7

students hung this banner in show of their support of the faculty. (James Scolamieri/COLLEGIAN)

by CJ Cosas
News Editor
men’s Basketball team extends
their win streak to seven
Carry Carter puts up a three in their
game against Morgan State. PAGE 8

After a sustained effort by the contingent faculty at Saint Mary's College to
rally support for their cause, the petition
to unionize was passed by a majority vote
by the eligible faculty. Assisted partly

by the Service Employees International
Union (SEIU), contingent faculty earlier
this year at Saint Mary's began discussion with the College to start a union.
The hope was to begin to use collective
bargaining to be able to better negotiate
contracts with the College and to gain
greater job security.

The election for whether or not to
unionize was done through mailed ballots
sent out in December, and the final vote
was counted on Dec. 29. As noted by President James Donahue in an update to the
Saint Mary's community, 427 lecturers,
visiting faculty, and adjunct professors
were eligible to vote. Out of these eligible
voters, a total of 271 actually voted. When
the final count was done at the end of the
year, votes tallied at 204-67 in favor of
establishing the union.
As a result of the election, Saint Mary's
will now meet with both representatives
of the contingent faculty and the SEIU
in order to bargain and negotiate terms
of employment. The hope is to establish
a mutually agreeable contract between
the College and the adjunct faculty as
soon as possible. For further updates on
the situation, look for updates in future
Campus Bulletins, as indicated by the
President in his most recent update to the
community: "I will continue to keep the
community apprised of the negotiations
through direct communication from me
and periodic updates in the weekly Bulletin."
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“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

Millions in Paris and around
the world this week are marching in solidarity with the victims
of the Islamist extremist attacks
in Paris surrounding the satirical
Charlie Hebdo newsmagazine. The
two gunmen killed 12 people on
Wednesday, including several high
profile Charlie Hebdo staff. The
attacks are deplorable and tragic in
painting a dark cloud over France.
Those marching have come to the
defense of Charlie Hebdo, preaching
the virtues of free speech in an open
society. These people are absolutely
right — supporting press freedom
and others’ rights to express themselves are noble causes and essential to a healthy society. It’s also
important to recognize the nuances
between a message and the freedom
that is used to communicate it.
Through discussion of the Charlie
Hebdo attack, many critics have
conflated Charlie Hebdo’s freedom
of speech with rather tasteless and
anti-Islamic messages draped on
its front pages, even celebrating the
criticism of Islam.
This is problematic in that antiIslamic rhetoric only continues to
fuel the work of radicals, pushing

all of us to greater and greater extremes. “Vengeance and hatred directed at Muslims as a whole serves
Islamic fundamentalists well,”
wrote Owen Jones in the Guardian.
“They want Muslims to feel hated,
targeted and discriminated against,
because it increases the potential
well of support for their cause.”
Muslims are an already oppressed
and targeted minority in France,
and it’s a troubling precedent to
blend free speech championing
while dismissing the many crass
attacks against Muslims throughout Western media. As crowds are
marching in support of the freedom of speech, thousands were
also marching in Berlin at an antiMuslim march on Monday. Would
we as Americans march in solidarity
of free speech if it were a cartoon of
the Holocaust or the World Trade
Center on 9/11? Is crude satire only
acceptable if you’re not personally
offended?
Lastly, ever since the First Republic in 1791, France has long held
a tradition of valuing liberty and free
speech, so it’s not so much of a surprise to see the French marching in
record numbers on Sunday. Though
I wonder about those who are championing press freedom today on this
side of the Atlantic and where they

Charlie Hebdo has developed a reputation in France for
publishing eye-grabbing cartoons. (Charlie Hebdo)

were as the U.S. government was
condemning whistleblower Edward
Snowden and the journalists who
published his documents, when
Chelsea Manning was sentenced to
35 years in prison. While the French
public was rightfully critical of the
revelation of the many NSA spying
programs, the American public and

U.S. media were not filled with the
same bravado and fearlessness then
as they are today.
As long as free societies continue
to exist, the media and the public
will never cease grappling over
how far freedom of speech can go
or what messages are or aren’t objectionable.

Crime Beat
12/1/2014 3:05 p.m.
Incident: Vandalism
Synopsis: Slashed tires in Ageno
A Parking Lot; referred to Community Life
12/1/2014 1:11 p.m.
Incident: Vehicle Accident
Synopsis: Minor damage to two
vehicles in Siena Hall Parking Lotboth parties exchanged information; suspended
12/2/2014 3:14 p.m.
Incident: Hit and Run
Synopsis: Damage to driver’s side
door in Filippi Parking Lot -no
suspects; suspended
12/3/2014 3:52 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
S y n o p s i s : I l l e g a l We a p o n s
(knives), minor possession of

alcohol and graffiti at SMC dam;
referred to Community Life
12/5/2014 12:13 p.m.
Incident: Information Only
Synopsis: Anonymous report of
social media about students gaining access to roof of new rec center; referred to Facilities Services
12/6/2014 2:06 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Underage possession/
consumption of alcohol & noise
violation in Ferrogiarro Quad;
referred to Community Life
13/6/2014 8:20 a.m.
Incident: Vehicle Accident
Synopsis: Minor damage to college vehicle tail light in St. Mary’s
Dam; suspended
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12/10/2014 3:15 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis:Underage consumption
of alcohol in De La Salle Hall; referred to Community Life
12/11/2014 2:11 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Underage consumption
of alcohol in Justin Hall; referred
to Community Life
12/11/2014 6:09 p.m.
Incident: Burglary Alarm
Synopsis: Set off by staff by mistake on Rheem Campus; referred
to Facilities Services
12/11/2014 8:35 p.m.
Incident: Burglary
Synopsis: No signs of forced entryalarm reset in ITS Trailer Door;
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referred to Facilities Services
12/14/2014 3:16 a.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Faculty Smoke Detector
in Ageno West; referred to Community Life and Facilities Services
12/17/2014 11:52 a.m.
Incident: Medical Incident
Synopsis: Guest with serious heart
condition was conscious, disoriented and had low blood pressure
in Soda Activity Center; referred
to Loss Prevention
12/16/2014 4:15 p.m.
Incident: Information Only
Synopsis: No Contact Order violation between student and nonstudent in De La Salle Hall; referred
to Community Life

Best View
Best Smelling Classroom
Most Entertaining Individual
Food & Drink
Best Place to go when Your
Parents are in Town
Best Pizza
Best Sandwich
Best Student Bar
Best First Date Spot
Best Fried Chicken Sandwich
Best Ice Cream
Best Burger
Best Recovery Breakfast
Sports and Leisure
Best Shuffleboard
Best Yoga Studio
Best Hike
Best Park
Best Sporting Goods Store
Best Place to Dance
Best Place for a Run

Beyond the Bubble
1 New Lane Barrier Implemented on Golden Gate Bridge
Through the weekend from Jan.
9 through Jan. 12, the Golden Gate
Bridge was closed off in order to
implement new adjustable lane
barriers—a $30 million project.
The new barriers are replacing the
pylons previously used to separate the southbound traffic from
the northbound traffic. The new
barriers are made of high density
concrete and will be connected
by a chain that will allow special
machinery to adjust the position
of the barriers as needed. The
barriers are meant to eliminate
the possibility of head-on collisions, which has been a frequent
concern due to how easy it is to
accidentally cross over the pylons
into an incorrect lane. The main
disadvantage of the new barriers
is that the two inside lanes will
lose approximately 6 inches of
space. Drivers are encouraged to
drive more slowly to adjust to the
slightly smaller lanes in order
avoid potential sideswiping.
2 12 Killed in Deadly Shooting in Paris
Two masked gunmen—recently identified as Said Kouachi
and Cherif Kouachi—attacked
the office of a weekly publication
called Charlie Hebdo on Wednesday, Jan. 7. The publication is a
French satirical newspaper that
has been known to sometimes
publish cartoons about the Muslim Prophet Mohammed. The
two brothers attacked the publication office armed with AK-47s
and killed 12 people, including
two policemen and the editor,
Stephane Charbonnier. The men
were allegedly heard yelling “Allahu Akbar”—meaning “God is
Great”—and are believed to have
attacked the newspaper due to
its often controversial way of
satirizing the Prophet Mohammed. The men were confronted
by police three times as they
tried to escape in a getaway car,
but the suspects escaped. After
a long manhunt for them, Cherif
and Said were both eventually
killed by police in a shootout on
Friday after holing up in a printing building. The magazine had
been threatened before and was
still receiving threats overs its
satire and was also attacked in a
firebombing incident a few years
ago. Update: The initial shooting
that happened on Wednesday was
later linked to a third gunman
who created the hostage crisis at
a store that occurred on Friday.
It became known that all three
gunmen were part of a terrorist
cell and were coordinating their
attacks.
3
Governor Jerry Brown
Sworn in for 4th Term
On Monday, Jan. 5, Governor
Jerry Brown took the oath of
office for his 4th term. Brown
previously served as Governor of
California from 1975-1983, and
was re-elected for a third term
in 2011. The governor has major
long term plans for the future of
California, including increasing
the state’s renewable energy production from its current status at
one third to one half, reduce the
petroleum usage of vehicles and
improve the overall efficiency of
buildings—and hopes to work to-

Because there’s a whole
world out there…
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Fr. Bryan Hehir: Jan Term
Speaker Series
Tuesday, January 13
7-9 p.m.
Soda Activity Center
Contact Paul Ebenkamp
pe1@stmarys-ca.edu
ward all of this within the next 15
years. One particular project that
Brown has continued to push on
with is the construction of the $68
billion rail project that is creating
the first high-speed train-system
in California. Brown is now a 76
year-old Democrat and this 4th
term seems likely to be his final
term in office.
4
9 Infected with Measles
Linked to Disneyland
Since December, seven cases
of measles have been confirmed
in California with two more also
being confirmed within Utah.
The visitors infected with measles
visited the park between Dec. 15
and Dec. 20. Although the precise
source of the measles has yet to be
determined, health officials speculate that one of the amusement
park’s many visitors must have
toured the park and unknowingly
spread it to other individuals.
Only one of the 9 cases of measles
had been vaccinated previously,
with two others being too young
to have received the vaccination
at all. Measles essentially has been
eliminated from the United States
since the early 2000s, but other
areas around the world still have
outbreaks of the disease. Thus, it
is not too uncommon that some of
the many visitors from around the
world that go to Disneyland may
accidentally bring such diseases
with them to the park.
5
New Type of Antibiotic
Potentially Discovered.
Scientists at Northeastern
University in Boston and a small
company called NovoBiotic Pharmaceuticals have used a technique that could potentially lead
to much stronger antibiotics that
can even wipe out some “super
bugs” that have begun to develop
antibiotic resistance. They discovered a soil-dwelling bacteria
that has been named teixobactin,
that has the potential to become
an antibiotic that can eliminated
a range of diseases: from staphylococcus to drug-resistant tuberculosis. The previous issue was that
such bacteria proved to be impossible to properly grow within a lab,
so these researchers have begun
using a new technique using an
iChip, which will allow the bacteria to develop naturally while

still allowing them to research the
information they need to develop
the antibiotic. While it will still
be years before this research can
be made into a proper antibiotic,
researchers remain optimistic
about the new possibilities this
discovery might lead to.
6 Oakland Teen Claims the
A’s Baseball Team Ripped Off
his T-Shirt Design
Ryan Frigo, a 16-year-old from
Oakland, has claimed that the
A’s baseball team has stolen his
t-shirt design using the word
“stOAKed.” The A’s, who just re-

cently made it into the playoffs,
released merchandise using the
word in anticipation of their postseason run. However, Frigo claims
that he created the “stOAKed”
brand for his company that sells
various merchandise to promote
a sense of pride in the Oakland
community. The A’s have been
notified of the issue, and have
begun looking into the matter.
Still the word “stoaked” is actually
owned by another company—not
Frigo—though he has been applying for the copyright for sometime
and the current paperwork is still
pending.

MFA in Creative Writing Open
House & Happy Hour
Tuesday, January 13
6:30-8 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Candace Eros Diaz
cd8@stmarys-ca.edu
Human Resources’ Pilates
Wednesday, January 14
12-1 p.m.
Madigan Gym
Contact Hailey Yaffee
hey1@stmarys-ca.edu
Jesse Saperstein: “Getting a
Life With Asperger’s”
Wednesday, January 14
1-2:30 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Paul Ebenkamp
pe1@stmarys-ca.edu
Orientation Leader Info Session
Wednesday, January 14
7 p.m.
Dante Hall
Contact New Student & Family
Programs
orientation@stmarys-ca.edu
RA Interest Session
Wednesday, January 14
8-9 p.m.
Dryden Hall
Contact Residential Experience
(925) 631-4236
Build a Resume Workshop
Friday, January 16
2:45-3:45 p.m.
Gregory Hall
Contact Career Center
careers@stmarys-ca.edu

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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“To act upon one’s convictions while others wait,
To create a positive force in a world
where cynics abound,
To provide information to people when
it wasn’t available before,
To offer those who want it, a choice—”
—Ted Turner

Millions in Paris and around
the world this week are marching in solidarity with the victims
of the Islamist extremist attacks
in Paris surrounding the satirical
Charlie Hebdo newsmagazine. The
two gunmen killed 12 people on
Wednesday, including several high
profile Charlie Hebdo staff. The
attacks are deplorable and tragic in
painting a dark cloud over France.
Those marching have come to the
defense of Charlie Hebdo, preaching
the virtues of free speech in an open
society. These people are absolutely
right — supporting press freedom
and others’ rights to express themselves are noble causes and essential to a healthy society. It’s also
important to recognize the nuances
between a message and the freedom
that is used to communicate it.
Through discussion of the Charlie
Hebdo attack, many critics have
conflated Charlie Hebdo’s freedom
of speech with rather tasteless and
anti-Islamic messages draped on
its front pages, even celebrating the
criticism of Islam.
This is problematic in that antiIslamic rhetoric only continues to
fuel the work of radicals, pushing

all of us to greater and greater extremes. “Vengeance and hatred directed at Muslims as a whole serves
Islamic fundamentalists well,”
wrote Owen Jones in the Guardian.
“They want Muslims to feel hated,
targeted and discriminated against,
because it increases the potential
well of support for their cause.”
Muslims are an already oppressed
and targeted minority in France,
and it’s a troubling precedent to
blend free speech championing
while dismissing the many crass
attacks against Muslims throughout Western media. As crowds are
marching in support of the freedom of speech, thousands were
also marching in Berlin at an antiMuslim march on Monday. Would
we as Americans march in solidarity
of free speech if it were a cartoon of
the Holocaust or the World Trade
Center on 9/11? Is crude satire only
acceptable if you’re not personally
offended?
Lastly, ever since the First Republic in 1791, France has long held
a tradition of valuing liberty and free
speech, so it’s not so much of a surprise to see the French marching in
record numbers on Sunday. Though
I wonder about those who are championing press freedom today on this
side of the Atlantic and where they

Charlie Hebdo has developed a reputation in France for
publishing eye-grabbing cartoons. (Charlie Hebdo)

were as the U.S. government was
condemning whistleblower Edward
Snowden and the journalists who
published his documents, when
Chelsea Manning was sentenced to
35 yearsin prison. While the French
public was rightfully critical of the
revelation of the many NSA spying
programs, the American public and

U.S. media were not filled with the
same bravado and fearlessness then
as they are today.
As long as free societies continue
to exist, the media and the public
will never cease grappling over
how far freedom of speech can go
or what messages are or aren’t objectionable.

Crime Beat
12/1/2014 3:05 p.m.
Incident: Vandalism
Synopsis: Slashed tires in Ageno
A Parking Lot; referred to Community Life
12/1/2014 1:11 p.m.
Incident: Vehicle Accident
Synopsis: Minor damage to two
vehicles in Siena Hall Parking Lotboth parties exchanged information; suspended
12/2/2014 3:14 p.m.
Incident: Hit and Run
Synopsis: Damage to driver’s side
door in Filippi Parking Lot -no
suspects; suspended
12/3/2014 3:52 p.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
S y n o p s i s : I l l e g a l We a p o n s
(knives), minor possession of

alcohol and graffiti at SMC dam;
referred to Community Life
12/5/2014 12:13 p.m.
Incident: Information Only
Synopsis: Anonymous report of
social media about students gaining access to roof of new rec center; referred to Facilities Services
12/6/2014 2:06 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Underage possession/
consumption of alcohol & noise
violation in Ferrogiarro Quad;
referred to Community Life
13/6/2014 8:20 a.m.
Incident: Vehicle Accident
Synopsis: Minor damage to college vehicle tail light in St. Mary’s
Dam; suspended
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12/10/2014 3:15 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis:Underage consumption
of alcohol in De La Salle Hall; referred to Community Life
12/11/2014 2:11 a.m.
Incident: Student Handbook
Violation
Synopsis: Underage consumption
of alcohol in Justin Hall; referred
to Community Life
12/11/2014 6:09 p.m.
Incident: Burglary Alarm
Synopsis: Set off by staff by mistake on Rheem Campus; referred
to Facilities Services
12/11/2014 8:35 p.m.
Incident: Burglary
Synopsis: No signs of forced entryalarm reset in ITS Trailer Door;
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referred to Facilities Services
12/14/2014 3:16 a.m.
Incident: Fire Alarm
Synopsis: Faculty Smoke Detector
in Ageno West; referred to Community Life and Facilities Services
12/17/2014 11:52 a.m.
Incident: Medical Incident
Synopsis: Guest with serious heart
condition was conscious, disoriented and had low blood pressure
in Soda Activity Center; referred
to Loss Prevention
12/16/2014 4:15 p.m.
Incident: Information Only
Synopsis: No Contact Order violation between student and nonstudent in De La Salle Hall; referred
to Community Life
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Beyond the Bubble
1 New Lane Barrier Implemented on Golden Gate Bridge
Through the weekend from Jan.
9 through Jan. 12, the Golden Gate
Bridge was closed off in order to
implement new adjustable lane
barriers—a $30 million project.
The new barriers are replacing the
pylons previously used to separate the southbound traffic from
the northbound traffic. The new
barriers are made of high density
concrete and will be connected
by a chain that will allow special
machinery to adjust the position
of the barriers as needed. The
barriers are meant to eliminate
the possibility of head-on collisions, which has been a frequent
concern due to how easy it is to
accidentally cross over the pylons
into an incorrect lane. The main
disadvantage of the new barriers
is that the two inside lanes will
lose approximately 6 inches of
space. Drivers are encouraged to
drive more slowly to adjust to the
slightly smaller lanes in order
avoid potential sideswiping.
2 12 Killed in Deadly Shooting in Paris
Two masked gunmen—recently identified as Said Kouachi
and Cherif Kouachi—attacked
the office of a weekly publication
called Charlie Hebdo on Wednesday, Jan. 7. The publication is a
French satirical newspaper that
has been known to sometimes
publish cartoons about the Muslim Prophet Mohammed. The
two brothers attacked the publication office armed with AK-47s
and killed 12 people, including
two policemen and the editor,
Stephane Charbonnier. The men
were allegedly heard yelling “Allahu Akbar”—meaning “God is
Great”—and are believed to have
attacked the newspaper due to
its often controversial way of
satirizing the Prophet Mohammed. The men were confronted
by police three times as they
tried to escape in a getaway car,
but the suspects escaped. After
a long manhunt for them, Cherif
and Said were both eventually
killed by police in a shootout on
Friday after holing up in a printing building. The magazine had
been threatened before and was
still receiving threats overs its
satire and was also attacked in a
firebombing incident a few years
ago. Update: The initial shooting
that happened on Wednesday was
later linked to a third gunman
who created the hostage crisis at
a store that occurred on Friday.
It became known that all three
gunmen were part of a terrorist
cell and were coordinating their
attacks.
3
Governor Jerry Brown
Sworn in for 4th Term
On Monday, Jan. 5, Governor
Jerry Brown took the oath of
office for his 4th term. Brown
previously served as Governor of
California from 1975-1983, and
was re-elected for a third term
in 2011. The governor has major
long term plans for the future of
California, including increasing
the state’s renewable energy production from its current status at
one third to one half, reduce the
petroleum usage of vehicles and
improve the overall efficiency of
buildings—and hopes to work to-
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Fr. Bryan Hehir: Jan Term
Speaker Series
Tuesday, January 13
7-9 p.m.
Soda Activity Center
Contact Paul Ebenkamp
pe1@stmarys-ca.edu
ward all of this within the next 15
years. One particular project that
Brown has continued to push on
with is the construction of the $68
billion rail project that is creating
the first high-speed train-system
in California. Brown is now a 76
year-old Democrat and this 4th
term seems likely to be his final
term in office.
4
9 Infected with Measles
Linked to Disneyland
Since December, seven cases
of measles have been confirmed
in California with two more also
being confirmed within Utah.
The visitors infected with measles
visited the park between Dec. 15
and Dec. 20. Although the precise
source of the measles has yet to be
determined, health officials speculate that one of the amusement
park’s many visitors must have
toured the park and unknowingly
spread it to other individuals.
Only one of the 9 cases of measles
had been vaccinated previously,
with two others being too young
to have received the vaccination
at all. Measles essentially has been
eliminated from the United States
since the early 2000s, but other
areas around the world still have
outbreaks of the disease. Thus, it
is not too uncommon that some of
the many visitors from around the
world that go to Disneyland may
accidentally bring such diseases
with them to the park.
5
New Type of Antibiotic
Potentially Discovered.
Scientists at Northeastern
University in Boston and a small
company called NovoBiotic Pharmaceuticals have used a technique that could potentially lead
to much stronger antibiotics that
can even wipe out some “super
bugs” that have begun to develop
antibiotic resistance. They discovered a soil-dwelling bacteria
that has been named teixobactin,
that has the potential to become
an antibiotic that can eliminated
a range of diseases: from staphylococcus to drug-resistant tuberculosis. The previous issue was that
such bacteria proved to be impossible to properly grow within a lab,
so these researchers have begun
using a new technique using an
iChip, which will allow the bacteria to develop naturally while

still allowing them to research the
information they need to develop
the antibiotic. While it will still
be years before this research can
be made into a proper antibiotic,
researchers remain optimistic
about the new possibilities this
discovery might lead to.
6 Oakland Teen Claims the
A’s Baseball Team Ripped Off
his T-Shirt Design
Ryan Frigo, a 16-year-old from
Oakland, has claimed that the
A’s baseball team has stolen his
t-shirt design using the word
“stOAKed.” The A’s, who just re-

cently made it into the playoffs,
released merchandise using the
word in anticipation of their postseason run. However, Frigo claims
that he created the “stOAKed”
brand for his company that sells
various merchandise to promote
a sense of pride in the Oakland
community. The A’s have been
notified of the issue, and have
begun looking into the matter.
Still the word “stoaked” is actually
owned by another company—not
Frigo—though he has been applying for the copyright for sometime
and the current paperwork is still
pending.

MFA in Creative Writing Open
House & Happy Hour
Tuesday, January 13
6:30-8 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Candace Eros Diaz
cd8@stmarys-ca.edu
Human Resources’ Pilates
Wednesday, January 14
12-1 p.m.
Madigan Gym
Contact Hailey Yaffee
hey1@stmarys-ca.edu
Jesse Saperstein: “Getting a
Life With Asperger’s”
Wednesday, January 14
1-2:30 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Paul Ebenkamp
pe1@stmarys-ca.edu
Orientation Leader Info Session
Wednesday, January 14
7 p.m.
Dante Hall
Contact New Student & Family
Programs
orientation@stmarys-ca.edu
RA Interest Session
Wednesday, January 14
8-9 p.m.
Dryden Hall
Contact Residential Experience
(925) 631-4236
Build a Resume Workshop
Friday, January 16
2:45-3:45 p.m.
Gregory Hall
Contact Career Center
careers@stmarys-ca.edu

The Campus Calendar column
is a service highlighting major
events of the week. To include
your event, email details to
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.
Due to space limitations,
we cannot list individual
club meetings.
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Audiences escape “Into the Woods” for this movie-adapted musical

SAG Awards preview: who will win “the actor?”

by Leah Weidman
Staff writer
Rob Marshall’s film adaptation of Stephen Sondheim’s Tony
Award-winning musical opened
in theatres this Christmas. “Into
the Woods” opened at No. 2, behind “The Hobbit,” bringing in
$31,051,923 in its three day opening. Additionally, it broke the
record of highest grossing film
opening weekend for a film based
on a Broadway musical (previously held by “Mama Mia”).
The plots of familiar fairytales
such as “Cinderella,” Rapunzel,”
“Jack and the Beanstalk,” and
“Little Red Riding Hood” are
intertwined and ultimately given
new endings. The film begins with
the song “I Wish” and follows the
pursuit of each of the main characters’ wishes: Cinderella (Anna
Kendrick), Little Red (Broadway’s
Lilla Crawford), Jack (Les Mis’
Daniel Huttlestone), and lastly,
the Baker (James Corden) and
his wife (Emily Blunt). The couple
wishes for a child and discovers
they can’t because of a curse the
Witch (Meryl Streep) placed on
the Baker’s family. She gives the

two a list of ingredients to attain
in order to reverse the curse that
then weaves the stories together,
and so we follow them into the
woods.
When the cast sings “Ever After,” the audience began to settle
into what seemed to be a fairytale
ending, until a massive crash by a
giant starts destroying the kingdom. Happily-ever-afters are lost
and our characters become a band
of heroes working to take down
the giant.
A dark comedy at times, the film
takes grim moments from the tales
and mixes them with hilarious
writing, which lightens and pulls
on the audience’s heart strings
with Sondheim’s amazing music.
Some moviegoers were unsure
the adaptation would do the stage
production justice, questioning
casting choices and which songs/
stories would be either cut or
changed. Although some changes
to the original story were made,
Sondheim put our fears to rest reporting he understood the choices
Marshall made for the purposes
of the adaptation. It’s safe to say if
the original creator is happy with
the end product, then we should

be too.
The casting choices were fairly
successful, considering a number
of the actors are either Broadway
stars or can sing. Johnny Depp’s
Big Bad Wolf performance, “Hello,
Little Girl,” was extremely creepy,
as it was meant to be. Though
Streep is no Bernadette Peters,
her delivery of the Witch was top
notch and brought the role to life
in a fresh way. Many had their
reserves about Pine and Magnussen’s singing, but their song
“Agony” was a definite highlight
for every audience member. In the
scene, the princes satirically sing
from atop a waterfall, each prince
out-doing the other by ripping
their shirts open, and had the audience either swooning or laughing.
Ultimately, the cliché fairytale
trope we all know and often criticize is completely rewritten, and
the musical film illustrates messages we often forget: careful
what you wish for, someone can
be nice but not good, and even
when you’ve lost your way no one
is alone.
Cinderella and the Baker sum
up the emotion and truths this film
holds in the beloved song, “No One

by Andrea Gomez
Contributing writer

is Alone.” They sing, “People make
mistakes…You decide what’s right,
you decide what’s good…Someone
is on our side, someone else is not.
While we’re seeing our side, maybe
we forgot – they are not alone. No
one is alone. Someone is on your
side, no one is alone.”
The film concludes with what is

Courtesy of imgkid

not our typical happily ever after,
which is what our modern audiences are looking for. “Into the
Woods” illustrates life doesn’t end
with the happy ending. It’s made of
moments in the woods.
Grade: A

Worst

Best

Culture
	Corner
Best and Worst
of pop culture
in 2014

Courtesy of hitfix

Taylor Swift’s existence
Taylor Swift most definitely stole the spotlight this
year. She’s on every radio station, magazine cover, and
TV station. She has proven herself worthy of the fame
she has received with her album entitled “1989,” and
it doesn’t look like she will be leaving any time soon.

Courtesy of Hollywood Reporter

The ending of How I Met Your Mother
After nine seasons of “How I Met Your Mother,” and as
the entire show is about discovering who the “mother”
actually is, many fans were disappointed and even angered
to find out who the truly anticipated character was,
considering the amount of episodes the show produced.

by Mahsa Dinyari
and Evelyn Minaise

In this feature, The
Collegian Culture section
spotlights trending
topics on and off campus
for the year of 2014.

Have an idea for a spread or
special feature for the Culture
section? Email
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.

The 2015 awards season has
begun, and the second award
show of the season is the Screen
Actors Guild Awards. Also known
as the SAG Awards, this award
is given by the SAG-AFTRAs,
which is a union that represents
film and television performers,
journalists, and radio personalities. A panel of these performers
chooses the winners of the SAG
award. The statue is called “The
Actor” and is statuette of a male
holding a comedy and tragedy
mask.
This year’s SAG nominations
have been announced and the list
is very impressive. “The Imitation Game,” “The Grand Budapest Hotel,” and “The Theory of

Everything” are just a few movies
nominated for “Performance
by a Cast in a Motion Picture.”
Steve Carell, for his role in the
film “Foxcatcher” and Benedict
Cumberbatch for his role in “The
Imitation Game” are both nominated for “Best Actor in a Leading
Role.” Actresses nominated for
“Performance by a Female Actor
in a Leading Role” are Jennifer
Aniston for her role in “Cake,”
Julianne Moore for “Still Alice,”
and Reese Witherspoon for her
work in “Wild.” Ethan Hawke in
“Boyhood” and Mark Ruffalo in
“Foxcatcher” have both earned
nominations for “Performance
by a Male Actor in a Supporting
Role.” Keira Knightley’s performance in “The Imitation Game,”
Emma Stone in “Birdman,” and,
of course, Meryl Streep in “Into

the Woods” earned nominations
for “Performance by a Female
Actor in a Supporting Role.”
In the television section, the
extremely popular show “Game
of Thrones” earned itself three
nominations: “Performance by
an ensemble in a Drama Series,”
“Action Performance By A Stunt
Ensemble In A Comedy or Drama
Series” and the third for actor
Peter Dinklage (Tyrion Lannister) for “Performance by A Male
Actor in A Drama Series. Other
shows going up against “Game
of Thrones” are the political
drama “House of Cards” and the
historical drama “Downton Abbey.” “House of Cards” scored
another nomination with Kevin
Spacey being nominated for
“Performance by a Male Actor in
a Drama Series.” As for “Downton

Abbey,” Maggie Smith earned a
nomination for “Performance
by a Female Actor in a Drama
Series.” Although ABC’s new hit
show “How to Get Away With
Murder” was not nominated
for the main award, its leading
actress Viola Davis is rightfully
among the nominees for “Performance by a Female Actor in a
Drama Series.”
As for TV comedy, the Netflix
hit “Orange is the New Black”
received two nominations. “OITNB” is nominated for “Performance by an Ensemble in a
Comedy Series” and actress Uzo
Aduba (Crazy Eyes) is nominated for “Performance by a Female Actor in a Comedy Series.”
Other comedies such as “The Big
Bang Theory,” “Modern Family,” and “Brooklyn Nine-Nine”

all received nominations for
“Performance by an Ensemble
in a Comedy Series.” Actors Ty
Burrell (“Modern Family”), Eric
Stonestreet (“Modern Family”),
and Jim Parsons (“The Big Bang
Theory”) are all nominated for
“Performance by a Male Actor
in a Comedy Series.” The “Performance by a Female Actor
in a Comedy Series” category
includes Julie Bowen (“Modern Family”) and Amy Poehler
(“Parks and Recreation”).
One of the biggest awards of
the night, the “Life Achievement
Award,” will go to actress Debbie Reynolds. Some of her films
include “Singin’ in the Rain” and
“How the West was Won.” The
SAG Awards will be presented on
Jan. 25. Tune in to see who will
win “The Actor.”

Homeroom serves melty mac and cheese made to please
by Evelyn Minaise
Assistant Culture Editor
Oakland is known for its San
Francisco-quality cuisine yet
considerably cheaper prices. Such
quality cuisine is just as eccentric
as its San Francisco counterparts
as is exemplified by the macaroni
and cheese restaurant Homeroom.
A delicious take on a childhood—
and college—favorite, Homeroom
transforms macaroni and cheese
into a full dining experience.
Homeroom sounds exactly like
what it appears to be, aesthetically:
a middle or high school classroom.
Imagine the stereotypical classroom, and that’s what you get
when you walk into the restaurant.
You are seated at a wooden table
and are served with plastic opaque
cups for water or mason jars for
other drinks. You can be seated at
your own table for you and your
party or a communal table with
others. Paper planes and chalkboard writing adorn the walls, and
you are taken back to your days of
ABCs and 123s, a time of simplicity
and, of course, nostalgia-inducing
comfort food.
Write your name down on a list
if its crowded – which it will be, on

Evelyn Minaise/COLLEGIAN

a weekend night – because reservations are not taken, but people
are constantly in and out of the
place, so expect a 30 minute wait.
The food, however, is well worth
it. While you can go for any meal,
even breakfast or brunch, and

order from a full menu of veggies
and salads, expect to order a macaroni and cheese dish. Mac and
cheese lovers can unite over this
simple Homeroom specialty, but
so can anyone else; the macaroni
and cheese is a specialty at a this

restaurant, so you can expect it to
be made to perfection.
Choose from any of the twelve
mac and cheese options, and feel
free to add items of your choice.
With so many options, you can
satisfy both a mac and cheese crav-

ing as well as any other flavors you
love. Favorites include the Gilroy
Garlic Mac and Smokey Bacon
Mac, among others, with additions
such as bacon, grilled chicken,
and fried egg. Don’t be afraid
to try their special of the time,
as well. The mac is baked with
breadcrumbs on the top, which
pair perfectly with the melted
cheese. The biggest challenge,
next, is finishing your order; the
hearty, creamy meal is perfectly
fine to go, too.
Because of its location, you can
easily reach favorite places for
dessert, like CREAM or Fenton’s.
But Homeroom desserts are just
as good as their food options. Like
the mac and cheese, Homeroom
desserts are a spin on childhood
classics, like brownies and Oreos.
Clearly, Homeroom is the perfect way to reconcile your cravings
for food of your past with your
adult-self present. It has quickly
become a Bay Area favorite and
can easily be a Saint Mary’s favorite too—nearby in Oakland, it is the
perfect restaurant to try during
your Jan Term down time.
Grade: A

Everything has changed: was 2014 the year of T. Swift?
Courtesy of freetopone

The Return of the 90s
In terms of fashion, the 90s are making a comeback,
much to everyone’s delight. The grunge style
is returning, overalls are (trying) to return,
and best of all, chokers have taken over.

Lower Gas Prices

Courtesy of ZeroFiltered

You have all probably noticed the decline in gas
prices occurring at the end of the year. Especially
for the broke college student, this little facet of the
year is one of the best things that happened in 2014.

Courtesy of Facebook

The Death of Robin Williams
Especially for our generation, Robin Williams
was a widely loved actor, known for roles in films
like “Mrs. Doubtfire” and “Jack.” His memory was
inevitably cherished these last few months.

Courtesy of EnStar

The 49ers
The Bay Area team is officially eliminated from the
playoffs, which has really ruined 2014 for many
dedicated fans. Not only is the team out of the running,
but Jim Harbough’s leave has also upset a lot of
people. All in all, it’s been a tough year for the 9ers.

by Alexa Gambero
Chief Copy Editor
Diehard fans are saying that
2014 was the Year of Taylor Swift,
and I think this recognition has
been misplaced. Rolling Stone
and Billboard gave Taylor Swift an
arbitrary award that is the music
equivalent of Woman of the Year.
I think they should rename this
award and call it: “The Invisible
Bellybutton” or “The Most Awkwardly Entertaining Dancer” or
“The Most Catchy Mid-Year Single
Release.” From what I can remember, she was living her normal,
stylish, New York life just like every
other celebrity does. Then, she released “1989” at the end of the calendar year, causing millions of fans
to remember that she actually has
talent, while before all they could
remember about her was her dance
moves at the Grammys and the fact

that she is friends with Lorde and
Karlie Kloss. 2014 marked T.Swift’s
transition from creating innocent
country tunes to falling into the
pit of pop music. She still has the
same loving audience of middle
schoolers and soccer moms, but
this time they are singing along
to upbeat songs that seem to have
been made to please brainwashed
radio listeners.
This is not the first time Taylor
Swift has stolen the spotlight
from other worthy artists. Remember the VMAs in 2009 when
she snatched the award for “Best
Female Video” from Beyoncé?
Yes, I am biased. Beyoncé is my
favorite female artist of all time,
so of course, I think she should
win every award ever. But being
a musician is not about winning
awards. It is about connecting with
an audience and sharing your creativity with anyone who will listen.

Taylor is creative and, based on her
Instagram posts, seems to bake
delicious cookies, but I would not
dedicate an entire calendar year to
her success.
One thing that Taylor has going
for her is her age. At 25, she has accomplished more than most people
do in their entire lives. She has won
hundreds of awards, sold millions
of records, and worn countless
designer frocks. She has even been
able to keep the look of her belly
button a secret despite being constantly followed by photographers.
It is clear that Swift’s biggest
success is sales. “1989” was an
immediate phenomenon, topping
the digital sales list in just a couple
of weeks. Taylor seems to be very
business-oriented, and her choice
to withhold “1989” from Spotify is
a big indicator of that. She claimed
that music is art and art should be
bought. Of course it should, but

from what I understand, the point
of being a musician is to get an audience to hear your music. It’s not
like Taylor needed more money or
fans, and releasing her album on
Spotify would have hardly affected
its sales. Based on the iconic album
artwork alone, I do not see how
any T.Swift fan could resist buying
a hard copy of the record. I disapprove of Swift’s decision to keep her
album from Spotify’s audience. She
has failed to understand that some
Spotify users pay for the service.
They do not all choose to endure
the incessant Walgreen’s ads and
perverse pop ups for the newest
hip-hop playlist. Now that Taylor
decided not to have her music on
Spotify, we are all going to have to
find it on YouTube and download
it illegally, just as any consumer
who does not want to spend money
does.
I must admit that I am not a fan

of Taylor Swift. Her songs are only
relevant to me if I have a personal
connection with them at the time
they are released. When “Our
Song” came out and it was catchy
and cute, I was in middle school
and obsessed with catchy and cute
music. When “Fifteen” came out, I
was not quite 15, but the second I
blew out my birthday candles it became the most amazing song ever.
When “Shake It Off” came out this
summer, I was surrounded by my
enthusiastic WoWie friends—they
loved it, so I loved it too, but only
for a few weeks. I’d rather focus
my time and attention on artists
other than Taylor Swift, because
she hasn’t reached me the way
she seems to reach her truest fans.
With full acknowledgement of my
own personal bias, I will repeat
the initial question: Do I think this
was her year? My answer remains:
Not at all.
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Audiences escape “Into the Woods” for this movie-adapted musical

SAG Awards preview: who will win “the actor?”

by Leah Weidman
Staff writer
Rob Marshall’s film adaptation of Stephen Sondheim’s Tony
Award-winning musical opened
in theatres this Christmas. “Into
the Woods” opened at No. 2, behind “The Hobbit,” bringing in
$31,051,923 in its three day opening. Additionally, it broke the
record of highest grossing film
opening weekend for a film based
on a Broadway musical (previously held by “Mama Mia”).
The plots of familiar fairytales
such as “Cinderella,” Rapunzel,”
“Jack and the Beanstalk,” and
“Little Red Riding Hood” are
intertwined and ultimately given
new endings. The film begins with
the song “I Wish” and follows the
pursuit of each of the main characters’ wishes: Cinderella (Anna
Kendrick), Little Red (Broadway’s
Lilla Crawford), Jack (Les Mis’
Daniel Huttlestone), and lastly,
the Baker (James Corden) and
his wife (Emily Blunt). The couple
wishes for a child and discovers
they can’t because of a curse the
Witch (Meryl Streep) placed on
the Baker’s family. She gives the

two a list of ingredients to attain
in order to reverse the curse that
then weaves the stories together,
and so we follow them into the
woods.
When the cast sings “Ever After,” the audience began to settle
into what seemed to be a fairytale
ending, until a massive crash by a
giant starts destroying the kingdom. Happily-ever-afters are lost
and our characters become a band
of heroes working to take down
the giant.
A dark comedy at times, the film
takes grim moments from the tales
and mixes them with hilarious
writing, which lightens and pulls
on the audience’s heart strings
with Sondheim’s amazing music.
Some moviegoers were unsure
the adaptation would do the stage
production justice, questioning
casting choices and which songs/
stories would be either cut or
changed. Although some changes
to the original story were made,
Sondheim put our fears to rest reporting he understood the choices
Marshall made for the purposes
of the adaptation. It’s safe to say if
the original creator is happy with
the end product, then we should

be too.
The casting choices were fairly
successful, considering a number
of the actors are either Broadway
stars or can sing. Johnny Depp’s
Big Bad Wolf performance, “Hello,
Little Girl,” was extremely creepy,
as it was meant to be. Though
Streep is no Bernadette Peters,
her delivery of the Witch was top
notch and brought the role to life
in a fresh way. Many had their
reserves about Pine and Magnussen’s singing, but their song
“Agony” was a definite highlight
for every audience member. In the
scene, the princes satirically sing
from atop a waterfall, each prince
out-doing the other by ripping
their shirts open, and had the audience either swooning or laughing.
Ultimately, the cliché fairytale
trope we all know and often criticize is completely rewritten, and
the musical film illustrates messages we often forget: careful
what you wish for, someone can
be nice but not good, and even
when you’ve lost your way no one
is alone.
Cinderella and the Baker sum
up the emotion and truths this film
holds in the beloved song, “No One

by Andrea Gomez
Contributing writer

is Alone.” They sing, “People make
mistakes…You decide what’s right,
you decide what’s good…Someone
is on our side, someone else is not.
While we’re seeing our side, maybe
we forgot – they are not alone. No
one is alone. Someone is on your
side, no one is alone.”
The film concludes with what is

Courtesy of imgkid

not our typical happily ever after,
which is what our modern audiences are looking for. “Into the
Woods” illustrates life doesn’t end
with the happy ending. It’s made of
moments in the woods.
Grade: A
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Taylor Swift’s existence
Taylor Swift most definitely stole the spotlight this
year. She’s on every radio station, magazine cover, and
TV station. She has proven herself worthy of the fame
she has received with her album entitled “1989,” and
it doesn’t look like she will be leaving any time soon.

Courtesy of Hollywood Reporter

The ending of How I Met Your Mother
After nine seasons of “How I Met Your Mother,” and as
the entire show is about discovering who the “mother”
actually is, many fans were disappointed and even angered
to find out who the truly anticipated character was,
considering the amount of episodes the show produced.

by Mahsa Dinyari
and Evelyn Minaise

In this feature, The
Collegian Culture section
spotlights trending
topics on and off campus
for the year of 2014.

Have an idea for a spread or
special feature for the Culture
section? Email
staff@stmaryscollegian.com.

The 2015 awards season has
begun, and the second award
show of the season is the Screen
Actors Guild Awards. Also known
as the SAG Awards, this award
is given by the SAG-AFTRAs,
which is a union that represents
film and television performers,
journalists, and radio personalities. A panel of these performers
chooses the winners of the SAG
award. The statue is called “The
Actor” and is statuette of a male
holding a comedy and tragedy
mask.
This year’s SAG nominations
have been announced and the list
is very impressive. “The Imitation Game,” “The Grand Budapest Hotel,” and “The Theory of

Everything” are just a few movies
nominated for “Performance
by a Cast in a Motion Picture.”
Steve Carell, for his role in the
film “Foxcatcher” and Benedict
Cumberbatch for his role in “The
Imitation Game” are both nominated for “Best Actor in a Leading
Role.” Actresses nominated for
“Performance by a Female Actor
in a Leading Role” are Jennifer
Aniston for her role in “Cake,”
Julianne Moore for “Still Alice,”
and Reese Witherspoon for her
work in “Wild.” Ethan Hawke in
“Boyhood” and Mark Ruffalo in
“Foxcatcher” have both earned
nominations for “Performance
by a Male Actor in a Supporting
Role.” Keira Knightley’s performance in “The Imitation Game,”
Emma Stone in “Birdman,” and,
of course, Meryl Streep in “Into

the Woods” earned nominations
for “Performance by a Female
Actor in a Supporting Role.”
In the television section, the
extremely popular show “Game
of Thrones” earned itself three
nominations: “Performance by
an ensemble in a Drama Series,”
“Action Performance By A Stunt
Ensemble In A Comedy or Drama
Series” and the third for actor
Peter Dinklage (Tyrion Lannister) for “Performance by A Male
Actor in A Drama Series. Other
shows going up against “Game
of Thrones” are the political
drama “House of Cards” and the
historical drama “Downton Abbey.” “House of Cards” scored
another nomination with Kevin
Spacey being nominated for
“Performance by a Male Actor in
a Drama Series.” As for “Downton

Abbey,” Maggie Smith earned a
nomination for “Performance
by a Female Actor in a Drama
Series.” Although ABC’s new hit
show “How to Get Away With
Murder” was not nominated
for the main award, its leading
actress Viola Davis is rightfully
among the nominees for “Performance by a Female Actor in a
Drama Series.”
As for TV comedy, the Netflix
hit “Orange is the New Black”
received two nominations. “OITNB” is nominated for “Performance by an Ensemble in a
Comedy Series” and actress Uzo
Aduba (Crazy Eyes) is nominated for “Performance by a Female Actor in a Comedy Series.”
Other comedies such as “The Big
Bang Theory,” “Modern Family,” and “Brooklyn Nine-Nine”

all received nominations for
“Performance by an Ensemble
in a Comedy Series.” Actors Ty
Burrell (“Modern Family”), Eric
Stonestreet (“Modern Family”),
and Jim Parsons (“The Big Bang
Theory”) are all nominated for
“Performance by a Male Actor
in a Comedy Series.” The “Performance by a Female Actor
in a Comedy Series” category
includes Julie Bowen (“Modern Family”) and Amy Poehler
(“Parks and Recreation”).
One of the biggest awards of
the night, the “Life Achievement
Award,” will go to actress Debbie Reynolds. Some of her films
include “Singin’ in the Rain” and
“How the West was Won.” The
SAG Awards will be presented on
Jan. 25. Tune in to see who will
win “The Actor.”

Homeroom serves melty mac and cheese made to please
by Evelyn Minaise
Assistant Culture Editor
Oakland is known for its San
Francisco-quality cuisine yet
considerably cheaper prices. Such
quality cuisine is just as eccentric
as its San Francisco counterparts
as is exemplified by the macaroni
and cheese restaurant Homeroom.
A delicious take on a childhood—
and college—favorite, Homeroom
transforms macaroni and cheese
into a full dining experience.
Homeroom sounds exactly like
what it appears to be, aesthetically:
a middle or high school classroom.
Imagine the stereotypical classroom, and that’s what you get
when you walk into the restaurant.
You are seated at a wooden table
and are served with plastic opaque
cups for water or mason jars for
other drinks. You can be seated at
your own table for you and your
party or a communal table with
others. Paper planes and chalkboard writing adorn the walls, and
you are taken back to your days of
ABCs and 123s, a time of simplicity
and, of course, nostalgia-inducing
comfort food.
Write your name down on a list
if its crowded – which it will be, on

Evelyn Minaise/COLLEGIAN

a weekend night – because reservations are not taken, but people
are constantly in and out of the
place, so expect a 30 minute wait.
The food, however, is well worth
it. While you can go for any meal,
even breakfast or brunch, and

order from a full menu of veggies
and salads, expect to order a macaroni and cheese dish. Mac and
cheese lovers can unite over this
simple Homeroom specialty, but
so can anyone else; the macaroni
and cheese is a specialty at a this

restaurant, so you can expect it to
be made to perfection.
Choose from any of the twelve
mac and cheese options, and feel
free to add items of your choice.
With so many options, you can
satisfy both a mac and cheese crav-

ing as well as any other flavors you
love. Favorites include the Gilroy
Garlic Mac and Smokey Bacon
Mac, among others, with additions
such as bacon, grilled chicken,
and fried egg. Don’t be afraid
to try their special of the time,
as well. The mac is baked with
breadcrumbs on the top, which
pair perfectly with the melted
cheese. The biggest challenge,
next, is finishing your order; the
hearty, creamy meal is perfectly
fine to go, too.
Because of its location, you can
easily reach favorite places for
dessert, like CREAM or Fenton’s.
But Homeroom desserts are just
as good as their food options. Like
the mac and cheese, Homeroom
desserts are a spin on childhood
classics, like brownies and Oreos.
Clearly, Homeroom is the perfect way to reconcile your cravings
for food of your past with your
adult-self present. It has quickly
become a Bay Area favorite and
can easily be a Saint Mary’s favorite too—nearby in Oakland, it is the
perfect restaurant to try during
your Jan Term down time.
Grade: A

Everything has changed: was 2014 the year of T. Swift?
Courtesy of freetopone

The Return of the 90s
In terms of fashion, the 90s are making a comeback,
much to everyone’s delight. The grunge style
is returning, overalls are (trying) to return,
and best of all, chokers have taken over.

Lower Gas Prices

Courtesy of ZeroFiltered

You have all probably noticed the decline in gas
prices occurring at the end of the year. Especially
for the broke college student, this little facet of the
year is one of the best things that happened in 2014.

Courtesy of Facebook

The Death of Robin Williams
Especially for our generation, Robin Williams
was a widely loved actor, known for roles in films
like “Mrs. Doubtfire” and “Jack.” His memory was
inevitably cherished these last few months.

Courtesy of EnStar

The 49ers
The Bay Area team is officially eliminated from the
playoffs, which has really ruined 2014 for many
dedicated fans. Not only is the team out of the running,
but Jim Harbough’s leave has also upset a lot of
people. All in all, it’s been a tough year for the 9ers.

by Alexa Gambero
Chief Copy Editor
Diehard fans are saying that
2014 was the Year of Taylor Swift,
and I think this recognition has
been misplaced. Rolling Stone
and Billboard gave Taylor Swift an
arbitrary award that is the music
equivalent of Woman of the Year.
I think they should rename this
award and call it: “The Invisible
Bellybutton” or “The Most Awkwardly Entertaining Dancer” or
“The Most Catchy Mid-Year Single
Release.” From what I can remember, she was living her normal,
stylish, New York life just like every
other celebrity does. Then, she released “1989” at the end of the calendar year, causing millions of fans
to remember that she actually has
talent, while before all they could
remember about her was her dance
moves at the Grammys and the fact

that she is friends with Lorde and
Karlie Kloss. 2014 marked T.Swift’s
transition from creating innocent
country tunes to falling into the
pit of pop music. She still has the
same loving audience of middle
schoolers and soccer moms, but
this time they are singing along
to upbeat songs that seem to have
been made to please brainwashed
radio listeners.
This is not the first time Taylor
Swift has stolen the spotlight
from other worthy artists. Remember the VMAs in 2009 when
she snatched the award for “Best
Female Video” from Beyoncé?
Yes, I am biased. Beyoncé is my
favorite female artist of all time,
so of course, I think she should
win every award ever. But being
a musician is not about winning
awards. It is about connecting with
an audience and sharing your creativity with anyone who will listen.

Taylor is creative and, based on her
Instagram posts, seems to bake
delicious cookies, but I would not
dedicate an entire calendar year to
her success.
One thing that Taylor has going
for her is her age. At 25, she has accomplished more than most people
do in their entire lives. She has won
hundreds of awards, sold millions
of records, and worn countless
designer frocks. She has even been
able to keep the look of her belly
button a secret despite being constantly followed by photographers.
It is clear that Swift’s biggest
success is sales. “1989” was an
immediate phenomenon, topping
the digital sales list in just a couple
of weeks. Taylor seems to be very
business-oriented, and her choice
to withhold “1989” from Spotify is
a big indicator of that. She claimed
that music is art and art should be
bought. Of course it should, but

from what I understand, the point
of being a musician is to get an audience to hear your music. It’s not
like Taylor needed more money or
fans, and releasing her album on
Spotify would have hardly affected
its sales. Based on the iconic album
artwork alone, I do not see how
any T.Swift fan could resist buying
a hard copy of the record. I disapprove of Swift’s decision to keep her
album from Spotify’s audience. She
has failed to understand that some
Spotify users pay for the service.
They do not all choose to endure
the incessant Walgreen’s ads and
perverse pop ups for the newest
hip-hop playlist. Now that Taylor
decided not to have her music on
Spotify, we are all going to have to
find it on YouTube and download
it illegally, just as any consumer
who does not want to spend money
does.
I must admit that I am not a fan

of Taylor Swift. Her songs are only
relevant to me if I have a personal
connection with them at the time
they are released. When “Our
Song” came out and it was catchy
and cute, I was in middle school
and obsessed with catchy and cute
music. When “Fifteen” came out, I
was not quite 15, but the second I
blew out my birthday candles it became the most amazing song ever.
When “Shake It Off” came out this
summer, I was surrounded by my
enthusiastic WoWie friends—they
loved it, so I loved it too, but only
for a few weeks. I’d rather focus
my time and attention on artists
other than Taylor Swift, because
she hasn’t reached me the way
she seems to reach her truest fans.
With full acknowledgement of my
own personal bias, I will repeat
the initial question: Do I think this
was her year? My answer remains:
Not at all.
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by Jacob Turnrose
staff writer

by Josie Howatt
Copy Editor

I

n this age of instant technological gratification, we are constantly surrounded by people,
even if we are physically alone.
Social media sites like Facebook
have allowed us to stay connected to the friends, family, and
peers that we might otherwise
fall out of touch with in addition
to giving us an easy way to chat
with the people we see on a daily
basis.
However, this technological
advance of social media comes at
a price: we have lost the ability to
truly connect with one another.
Modern society tells us that we
must be plugged into social media during all waking hours of
the day, which has kept us from
focusing on and deepening our
real-life relationships, as well as
forming new friendships.
When we are constantly
plugged into a virtual reality
such as Facebook or Twitter, we
lose touch with the real world
around us. Photos are no longer
taken for our own pleasure as a
way to remember a special moment; they are now taken so that
they can be posted to Instagram
or Snapchat. Instead of focusing on living in the moment and
forming lasting connections with
one another, we have become a
population that is addicted to
seeking the “likes” of people we
don’t even know, which prevents
us from living full, healthy lives.
Why do we do this to ourselves? Studies have shown that
receiving a Facebook message or
getting a like on a post or photo
releases dopamine into the brain,
which leads to a feeling of pleasure; this has made us addicted
to seeking the approval of our
Facebook friends and Twitter
followers. Furthermore, it is hard
to know what’s going on around
you if you don’t have social media
because everyone uses these sites
for things such as event invitations and news.
But on the other side of the
coin, it has been proven that increased technology use leads to
decreased concentration; with
the ability to instantly check every social media site on multiple
devices, it is easier than ever to
distract ourselves from reality
and from the wonders that the
world has to offer.
Are the majority of your
“friends” on Facebook really
friends? Are they there for you
when you’re down, do they accept
you for all of your flaws, do they
know your deepest secrets? We
have created a world in which having 500 so-called online “friends”
is more valued than having a real
chat with someone in person.
Thus, our ability to hold interesting conversations and interact
confidently with people in the real
world has been severely affected
by the integration of social media
into our lives. Social media has,
ironically, made us less social beings who hide behind the screens
of our smartphones instead of
looking up at the faces of the
people around us.

Courtesy of subscene.com

the film as “an act of war.” This
statement clearly shows that
North Korea is not in favor of
this movie and thus would have
a motive to orchestrate a cyber
attack against Sony. However,
relying solely on these reactions
is not sufficient proof that North
Korea was responsible for the
actual act. Another factor that
was brought up by the U.S. government was the uncovering of
proxy IP addresses originating
from North Korea. However, IP
addresses can be hijacked and
certainly could have been in
order to make the hack appear
to be North Korea’s doing. This
too, then, is not sufficient proof
that North Korea orchestrated
this attack.

There is reason to believe that
North Korea may not have been
involved in the hack of Sony,
which is something that needs
to be addressed. However, even
if North Korea did implement
this attack, it baffles me that the
U.S. government would respond
with even more strict economic
sanctions of North Korea. This
contrasts what Barrack Obama
is trying to do in Cuba in seeking
to dismantle economic sanctions
with the country, his reason
being that economic sanctions
have not worked to overthrow
Havana’s communist government.
Effective economic sanctions
are seldom seen throughout
history, and North Korea has

maintained its Communist government longer than Cuba with
even stricter economic sanctions. So what makes the U.S.
government think that further
economic sanctions would be
an effective response to North
Korea’s supposed involvement
in the Sony hacking? The leaders
in Pyongyang will eat regardless
of any economic sanctions; the
common people of North Korea
are the ones who will suffer.
The U.S. government needs to
seriously consider alternative
explanations as to who orchestrated the cyber hack of Sony,
and they also needs to reevaluate
the effectiveness of their economic sanctions in North Korea,
as they have done in Cuba.

Technology has its place, but books are still essential
by Sofia Jeremias
Assistant News Editor

M

ankind has always been
hungry for development
and change, for the sense that
society is continually evolving
into something newer, better,
and more refined. In the last
100 years, technological development has rocketed forward,
redefining the potential of our
progress.
Every day, we are presented with adjustments and improvements to our tech-infused
worlds. However, every so often
these changes don’t necessarily
equate to the betterment of our
lives. Technology has both positive and negative effects that
apply to the implementation
of paperless books into today’s
schools and universities.
The academic world has received some of the greatest
benefits from the technological
revolution, but in many ways
it is also suffering from these
advances. The introduction of
computers into the educational
system has been widely debated
by academic and medical professionals and parents alike. On the
one hand, professors, students,
and academic researchers now
have more access to information
than ever before. The ability to

research and learn is practically
ubiquitous in the United States
thanks to our virtually unrestricted access to technology.
Although the information available on the internet is not always
reliable, it is accessible to all
regardless of academic achievement or economic background.
How e v e r, a l o n g w i t h t h e
heightened possibilities for
academic research comes unfettered access to the meaningless
distractions of the internet. The
same devices that can be used to

Retention rates are
often much lower
when it comes to
digital learning.
Students are less
likely to absorb as
much of their reading
on something like an
iPad rather than a
traditional textbook.
read works by Dostoevsky and
Flaubert can also open up the
doors to the more attentiongrabbing and addicting forms
of entertainment such as Candy
Crush and Twitter. Even the

most focused and hard-working
of students is tempted to check
Facebook, watch Netflix, or play
an online game while in the
midst of reading for class, taking
notes, or typing a paper.
Electronic devices that allow
one to read from a screen instead of printed pages present
what is both a problem and a
luxury: multiple functionality.
Although you can read “Jane
Eyre” for free on your Kindle or
iPad, on these devices you can
also access the Internet, along
with the hours upon hours of
mind-numbing distractions that
this medium presents. This constant access to technology has
decreased students’ ability to
focus on what they are learning;
with such abounding opportunities for distraction on their electronics, students have begun to
replace actual close reading with
reading SparkNotes online and
checking their Facebook while
their professor thinks they are
taking notes.
Sometimes, a student just
needs a plain and simple hardcopy of a book. A three hundred
page bound book only has one
function: to be read. And while,
at first glance, it may not be as
sleek or enticing as an iPad Mini,
it is still a remarkable piece of
technology. In this information
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Social media Questions remain over “The Interview” Sony hack
is making us
anti-social
I
t is up in the air as to who
exactly was behind the cyberhack of Sony Pictures regarding
the release of the movie “The
Interview,” so no one should
be completely convinced that
North Korea was behind it. The
U.S. Government has offered
very little solid evidence proving
Pyongyang ’s involvement, and
several former hackers and cyber security experts have raised
questions over the government’s
hand in the matter. Approximately hundreds of terabytes of
data were hacked, which is an
enormous amount. A formerly
anonymous hacker, Hector Monsegur, believes that this much
data flowing through the North
Korean web at one time would’ve
“shut down the North Korean
internet completely.” Monsegur
also is quoted as saying that a
hack involving a hundred terabytes of data would take months
or even years to extract successfully. North Korea struggles to
keep their lights on at night, so
how could they orchestrate a
hack of this magnitude?
Despite a lot of valid-sounding
doubt over North Korea being
the mastermind behind this
hack, why was the U.S. government so quick to point the blame
solely at North Korea? A lot
of factors could be at play. For
one, North Korean reactions to
“The Interview” made it very
easy for the U.S. government to
assume that North Korea would
be involved. Pyongyang officials
and state-run media outlets
raised hell when Sony began
planning for the film’s international release. North Korea’s UN
ambassador stated that he sees
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age, it is easy to feel compelled to
study and learn solely from digital devices, but this isn’t necessarily the best option. Computers, iPads, and smartphones are
important to the development of
the academic world, but they do
not need to completely replace
older forms of technology such
as textbooks.
Retention rates are often
much lower when it comes to
digital learning. Students are
less likely to absorb as much
of their reading on something
like an iPad rather than a traditional textbook. Furthermore,
online college courses suffer
from high drop rates and have
difficulty keeping their students
interested in the material. The
distracting ability to open a new
screen is often too powerful to
resist.
With a paper book, there is no
other screen to open; it is simply
the turning of one page after
another. Books do not have a
glare, and thus are easier on the
eyes of the studious. They help a
student concentrate when he or
she is looking for a distraction.
Paper books are the old solution to a new problem, as they
provide a simple platform to
reach complex ideas; they help
students focus when they need
to the most.
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Johnson, Martinez lead way for four new Hall of Famers Sports
OPINION

Despite four Hall of Famers making it to Cooperstown, some make strong cases

this week
Men’s Basketball

Thursday vs. San Diego, 8 p.m.
Sunday vs. BYU, 8 p.m.

Brad Waldow looks to lead
the way and keep the Gaels
undefeated in conference play
in two home games against
the Toreros and Cougars.
Women’s Basketball

John Smoltz, Randy Johnson, Craig Biggio, aNd Pedro Martinez received the 75 percent necessary to become the new members of the Hall of Fame. (Courtesy of USA Today)

By Jacob Turnrose
Staff Writer
On Jan. 6, four iconic players were inducted into Major
League Baseball’s Hall of Fame.
Randy Johnson, Pedro Martinez, John Smoltz, and Craig
Biggio all passed the 75 percent
vote threshold to gain Hall of
Fame induction. In my opinion,
each of these players definitely
deserve a hall of fame induction.
All four of these players are
greats and are each individually important to the sport of
baseball. However, there is a
long list of other players on the
hall of fame ballot that also or
just as much deserve an induction as well. Here is a short and
incomplete list of players on the
ballot that also deserve a hall of
fame induction:
Lee Smith
When Lee Smith retired, he
held the record for most saves
recorded in a career (478) as
well as having the record for
most saves in a season (47). He
also recorded a career ERA of
3.03. Lee Smith was consistent
throughout his career and went

9 seasons with having 30 saves
or more. Unfortunately, Smith
has been on the ballot for 13
years and, with his percentage
increasing very little from season to season, it seems that he
will not get voted into the Hall
of Fame.
Mike Piazza
Mike Piazza is one of the best
hitting catchers of all time. He
ended his career with a .308
batting average, 427 home runs
and 1335 RBIs. He will surely get
into the Hall of Fame in either of
the next two years. On his third
on the ballot this year, Piazza
just missed Hall of Fame induction threshold with 69 percent
of votes.
Mike Mussina
2015 was Mike Mussina’s
second year on the Hall of Fame
ballot and took 24.6 percent of
induction votes. Mike Mussina
was a workhorse. He recorded
10 or more wins in 17 seasons.
He is the oldest pitcher to win
20 games, which he did at the
age of 39 in 2009. He finished
his career with a total of 270

wins. Unfortunately, he has been
overshadowed by new candidates such as Randy Johnson
and Pedro Martinez.
Tim Raines
Tim Raines has been on the
Hall of Fame ballot for eight
years and through the years,
he has gotten a steady increase
in votes per year. This year he
received 55 percent of votes
compared his first year in 2008
where he received only 24 percent of votes. Raines certainly
deserves a Hall of Fame induction. He finished his career with
over 2600 hits, a .294 batting
average and over 800 stolen
bases. These career numbers
should propel him to become an
inductee in the next few years,
hopefully.
As each ballot year goes by, it
becomes harder and harder for
players who have been on the
ballot for a significant number
of years to actually be inducted.
New players get put on the ballot
each year and these players usually capture the attention of the
Hall of Fame voters. This seems
to be the case for Tim Raines and

Lee Smith, when compared to
players like Randy Johnson and
Pedro Martinez. For Mike Mussina, his induction chances look
very bleak as he only recorded 24
percent of the votes. His problem seems to be that he didn’t
demand attention like Randy
Johnson or Pedro Martinez did.
Mike Mussina just did the job,
day in and day out with no real
flash. However, he is as every bit
deserving of an induction. Mike
Piazza will get it in soon, don’t
be worried about him. All in all,
the hall fame voting went well
as far as I’m concerned. I was
especially excited to see that
Craig Biggio got an induction.
However, I would like to see
some of those that seem to be in
Hall of Fame limbo to get more
attention and votes as well.
Despite voting four iconic
players in, there still remains
doubt around the voting from
the BBWAA. Many feel that
there is bias towards players
that are loved by the media,
which helps or hurts certain
cases in the Hall. No voting
system is perfect, but many are
calling for an overhaul to the
system of voting that limits it to
ten players per ballot.

Thursday @ San Diego, 6 p.m.
Saturday @ BYU, 1 p.m.
Lauren Nicholson and the Gaels
look to avenge an overtime loss
against rival Pacific when going
on the road against San Diego
and BYU.
Men’s Rugby
Saturday vs. Arizona
State, 1 p.m.

Rugby opened it’s season in Saint
Mary’s Stadium with a convincing victory. They look to continue
their winning ways against the
Sun Devils.
Women’s Tennis
Friday @ Cal Winter
Invitational
Saturday @ Cal Winter
Invtational
Sunday @ Cal Winter
Invitational
Men’s Tennis
Saturday @ Fresno State, 11 a.m.
Sunday @ Cal Poly, 11 a.m.

Tennis looks to starts 2015 off on
the right foot with two matches
against the Bulldogs and Mustangs.

OPINION

Rules I would change: shot clock changes in NCAA Basketball
By Allie Steele
Contributing Writer
College basketball is an entertaining sport. However, there is one
rule that I would change to make
the game better. I would adjust
how much time is put on the shot
clock at the beginning of each possession. As it currently stands, the
college basketball shot clock is set
at 35 seconds. This means that each
team can hold the ball for up to 35
seconds before they have to take a
shot. If they exceed this time limit,
it is a turnover and the other team
gets the ball.
To improve the flow of the game,

I would propose changing to a 24
second possession. Cutting 11 seconds off the shot clock, for every
possession of the game, would help
the game flow better. Having this
much time on the shot clock allows
the team with the ball to let time run
off the game clock and while this
can be a specific strategy, it can also
actually hurt the sport. For example,
when a team has a lead in a game
it may choose to deliberately slow
down play in an attempt to maintain
their lead and at the same time limit
their opponents’ possessions and
opportunities to put points on the
board. Slow play is a “fan favorite.”
Having followed the University

of Southern California basketball
team for several years, I noticed
they employ this limiting strategy in
their games. USC would attempt to
hold onto the ball for almost the full
35 seconds of most of their possessions, in many of their games, before
taking a shot. They did this because
the coaches felt their players were
not strong offensively but could be
coached to be strong defensive players. Their strategy was to attempt to
keep the total score relatively low
and close by limiting the number of
attempts the opponents had to score,
play hard defensively and hope that
USC was able to muster enough
points to win a close game. Due to

their perceived lack of athleticism,
the coaches felt this gave them the
best chance to win games.
Strategically, with the shot clock
at 35 seconds, this was a way to win
games, but not as entertaining for
the fans who want to see fast paced
games with a lot of scoring for each
team. If teams use the shot clock to
run time off of the game clock, there
is not going to be as much scoring or
a fan favored up-tempo to the game.
However, if the rule was changed
to what is used in the National Basketball Association (NBA) with a 24
second possession clock, it would
create a faster paced game. More
scoring, as stated above, will make

the fans happy and maybe even draw
in some fans that watch the NBA
more than college basketball.
Overall, this rule change from a
35 second shot clock to a 24 second
shot clock will make the college game
a much more interesting, exciting,
and fun game to watch. If the fans are
happy, because there is more scoring and offensive opportunities for
teams, attendance at games should
increase.
Rules, like the shot clock, that are
more consistent between the college
and the professional levels will help
more casual fans better understand
and enjoy the game, which could lead
to increased popularity of the sport.
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sports
Waldow, Carter lead the Gaels to seven consecutive wins
Saint Mary’s
battles tough
in Stockton
and pulls out a
victory to remain
undefeated in the
conference play
By Dimitri Quaglierini
Assistant sports editor
After a disappointing loss to St.
John’s, the Gaels have won seven
straight games. Two of those
seven came against two under
the radar teams in Creighton
and Northeastern. Creighton
has consistently been in the
NCAA Tournament, so that was
a crucial victory for the Gaels.
Meanwhile, Northeastern is another solid team who looks to
have the potential to make a run
in the tournament this year. Saint
Mary’s first overcame the Blue
Jays of Creighton by a final score
of 71-67 in overtime. They were
led by guards Aaron Bright and
Kerry Carter. Bright led all scorers with 22 points, while Carter
added 19 points to go along with
four clutch steals. The game went
back and forth throughout, but
thanks to the play of their guards,
Saint Mary’s was able to leave
with a colossal road victory. This
certainly will help their chances
in getting an at large bid into the
NCAA tournament.
After a devastating two point
loss to Northern Arizona, the
Gaels headed to New York to

Kerry Carter celebrates a three against Morgan State last Tuesday. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

face a rough and tough St. John’s
team that was at the time ranked
17th in the nation. The Gaels
jumped out to an early lead and
led at halftime by a score of 3318. Brad Waldow came up big
once again with 26 points and 11
rebounds. He took charge of this
game from the beginning, but the
Gaels squandered their lead in the
second half. Overall, it was a hard
fought game on both teams part.
Saint Mary’s gave the 17th ranked
St. John’s squad everything they
could handle, but in the second
half the Red Storm proved why
they were indeed a top 20 team in
the country. Led by D’Angelo Harrison and Sir’Dominic Pointer at
the guard positions, St. John’s

stormed back to take a commanding lead. They overwhelmed the
Gaels by outscoring them 35-14 in
the second half. It was tough loss
to take, but much was learned as
a result. According to Head Coach
Randy Bennett, “We gave ourselves a chance. If you can keep St.
John’s in the half-court, you can
guard them.” Bennett certainly
was disappointed after the loss,
but his Gaels have nothing to hang
their heads over. They showed
they can play with the best. After
their visit to the East Coast, the
Gaels headed back home where
conference play began. Saint
Mary’s once again demonstrated
why they have been a premier
school in West Coast Conference.

Since their most recent loss to
Northern Arizona at home, they
have defeated conference rivals
Santa Clara, San Francisco, Pepperdine, Loyola Marymount, and
most recently Pacific. In addition to all five conference wins,
they pounced Morgan State by
a score of 78-52. The Gaels have
been led by veterans Brad Waldow, Kerry Carter, and Aaron
Bright. To go along with this
veteran presence, Saint Mary’s
has had some key contributions
from sophomore Dane Pineau,
especially in their pivotal game
against Creighton. According to
Saint Mary’s forward Desmond
Simmons, “Brad’s just being
Brad, to be very honest. Making

baskets, getting rebounds. He’s
so efficient on the block, you have
to give him the ball.” Waldow has
led this young Gaels team to 13-3
record overall and 5-0 in conference play. Waldow and the rest of
his teammates will need to come
up huge next week in a matchup
against heavyweight and primary
rival, the Gonzaga Bulldogs.
This intense matchup is one to
look forward to for both schools,
as it will be a shootout. An upset
for Saint Mary’s would brighten
their chances even more of earning a bid come March. Gonzaga
currently sits as the 5th ranked
team in the country after convincing wins throughout the year. It
will be a game to remember.

Women’s basketball drops first conference game in overtime thriller
University of the Pacific’s offensive attacks proves to be too much for Nicholson and the Gaels
By Daniel Conmy
Sports Editor
Since the end of the fall semester, Saint Mary’s has fallen on hard
times on the court. In the past
nine games, the Gaels have fallen
to a 5-4 mark. Saint Mary’s lost
back-to-back games on the east
coast against Virginia and George
Washington before starting conference play. Things did not look
to be going well entering the first
game against a WCC foe in Santa
Clara, but Lauren Nicholson led
the Gaels to a 1-point victory
against the Broncos. Saint Mary’s
and Santa Clara both shot poorly
from the field with a 33.3 percent
and 29.7 percent, respectively.
After a nail biter in Santa Clara,
the Gaels traveled to San Francisco to take on the Dons. The Gaels
narrowly edged San Francisco,
68-66. Saint Mary’s was down
by 21 at halftime and looked like
there was no way to come back
away from home, but the Gaels
scored 43 and held the Dons to
20 in the second half. Although
it was a team effort, Shannon
Mauldin led the way with 23
points and ten rebounds. The real
story was the change of field goal
percentage from half to half. Saint
Mary’s shot just under 26 percent
but reversed their fortune with a

Carli Rosenthal grabs a rebound against the Pacfic Tigers in an overtime loss. (Courtesy of SMC Gaels)

56.7 field foal percentage in the
second half.
Saint Mary’s brought in the
New Year with a 5-point victory against Pepperdine. Lauren
Nicholson was the leading scorer
with 21 points. Despite being
outshot, the Gaels were victorious on the boards. Each member
of the Saint Mary’s team had at
least one rebound and, as a team,
recorded 39. This was the widest
margin of victory for the Gaels in
conference and it did not get any
easier against LMU.

Once again, Nicholson led the
way with 29 points, a career high,
against the visiting Lions. Carli
Rosenthal tacked on nine points
and 14 rebounds as the Gaels
squeaked out a victory, 72-71. To
this point, the Gaels have won by a
margin of one, two, five, and one in
conference play before facing off
against the Pacific Tigers.
Pacific was able to outlast the
Gaels in overtime to win by a score
of two, 88-86. Saint Mary’s was
beat behind the arc, and that was
the difference maker in the game.

Pacific was able to make 12 or 31
field goals behind the 3-point line.
The Gaels shot an astounding 57.9
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percent from the field, but turnovers were the key to the Pacific
victory. The Gaels had the lead
with less than 20 seconds left in

the game, but Pacific was able to
tie it up and take it to overtime.
Lauren Nicholson had an open
lane down by two in the closing
seconds of overtime, but she did
not receive a friendly roll from
the rim.
Despite the loss, Saint Mary’s is
still in the thick of the conference
race. They travel to San Diego and
BYU on Thursday and Saturday,
respectively. Every WCC game
has been decided by five points or
less, so the Gaels will always be in
the game in the closing minutes.

